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In May 2012, the NATO Summit in Chicago highlighted three major directions for the 
Alliance: commitments, capabilities, and connectivity. These themes developed into 
four main packages of measures: transition in Afghanistan with a focus on funding and 
training, missile defense and smart defense; Deterrence and Defense Posture Review; 
and NATO partnerships, which unfortunately did not lead to any concrete 
developments. In preparation for the Summit, Allies’ contributions and ideas in the 
area of partnerships focused on a possible initiative in the area of the Middle East and 
North Africa (MENA), following the NATO-led operation in Libya, with particular 
attention given to NATO’s potential added value in the area of defense and security 
sector reform, acknowledging that any such contribution would have to be demand-
driven and, therefore, dependent on the interest of partners in the southern region.  

These ideas did not yield any new initiatives nor were any specific joint statements 
issued by Allies and partners. A partnership meeting took place nonetheless, but the 
idea of inviting partner countries to the Summit, beyond the regular ISAF Summit 
meeting on Afghanistan, proved challenging both in terms of format (whom to invite) 
and agenda (themes for a distinct partners’ meeting). U.S. Secretary of State Hillary 
Clinton had tabled a proposal focused on “a core group of partners”, whereby a Summit 
meeting could be convened with partners chosen for their contributions to NATO-led 
operations and their support for the Alliance’s political goals. 

In reality, it became challenging to differentiate among partners and call on a group of 
thirteen partners to sit with Allies in Chicago – why these thirteen countries? - and even 
more challenging to find the right agenda for this first meeting of its kind in the context 
of NATO partnerships. The idea, however, had considerable potential. Indeed, the 
regional frameworks of NATO partnerships, from Partnership for Peace (PfP) to the 
Mediterranean Dialogue and Istanbul Cooperation Initiative (ICI), inherited from the 
past two decades had proven increasingly limiting and often inadequate to meet current 
security challenges and requirements. Although the partnership basket in Chicago 
seemed rather lean, partnership has been and will remain significant for the future of 
the Alliance in the face of new global trends. The continued success of NATO 
partnerships cannot be taken for granted, however, and the concept of partnership 
needs to evolve in more fundamental ways beyond mere bureaucratic rationalization 
efforts and regional initiatives. 

Current status of partnerships 

Over the past two decades, NATO partnerships have become a permanent fixture of the 
Alliance to the point where partners have contributed to all recent NATO-led operations 



 

(including Article 5 Operation Active Endeavour) and there is hardly any activity at NATO 
that does not involve partners. Partnership has been one of the key drivers of the 
Alliance’s transformation to the post-Cold War era. As a result, the 2010 Strategic 
Concept has elevated partnership, and more specifically “cooperative security”, to the 
level of an essential core security task, alongside collective defense and crisis 
management. Today’s NATO offers a wide network of partner countries with a core 
group of countries sharing the same vision as the Allies and prepared to contribute to 
common 21st-century security requirements. 

Partnerships to date have evolved around two core principles: the specificity of 
particular regions and self-differentiation through the tailoring of individual partnerships 
between the Alliance and each partner in a bilateral relationship. Moreover, 
partnerships have essentially focused on four main functions: 1) preparing partners who 
aspired to become Allies for the responsibilities of membership; 2) developing 
interoperability to allow partner forces to deploy alongside NATO forces; 3) reaching out 
to explain NATO’s role and policies and to encourage dialogue; and 4) providing political 
legitimacy to NATO-led operations and activities in various regions. Three of these 
functions were essentially political, while the interoperability function has had a more 
defense-military focus (acknowledging that preparation for membership has both 
political and defense dimensions). This menu of functions has led to very different types 
of à la carte partnerships with partners defining their level of ambition in partnering 
with NATO, while Allies would call on their partners’ individual abilities to contribute 
politically and militarily to Alliance activities and provide the knowledge and expertise 
requested by partners. It should also be noted that partners were often contributors to 
the development of partnerships, sponsoring specific activities and co-owning the 
development of various programs. 

In 2011, in Berlin, NATO reformed its partnerships with the goal of increasing efficiency 
and flexibility in the face of various programs, which had evolved over 15 years. A more 
efficient and flexible policy, in principle, allowed for enhancing the partnership NATO 
had developed in support of its Operation Unified Protector (OUP, in Libya) with 
partners of the Mediterranean Dialogue and the Istanbul Cooperative Initiative, both in 
terms of political dialogue and practical/operational cooperation. OUP, however, went 
beyond the essentially political focus of the Berlin policy and offered a model which 
could prove useful in the future. NATO’s experience in Libya should be the basis for 
further developing NATO’s partnership with the region, notably in terms of defense- and 
security sector reform. The Alliance has yet to leverage politically the operational 
success of engaging with various partners in OUP. 

An interesting aspect of the partnership policy review was the ability to call a meeting of 
“28+n” (28 Allies and a flexible number of partners) depending on the agenda of the 
meeting. This option afforded NATO the ability to call for the first meeting of this type at 
summit level in Chicago. Meetings at this level will, however, in future need to sponsor 



 

new initiatives or new developments in the partnership worthy of the attention of 
heads of state and government. 

Aside from the transition agenda with regard to Afghanistan and the ISAF meeting with 
partners contributing to the NATO-led operation, the Chicago Summit was dominated 
by the concerns over allied resources at a time of defense spending cuts and the need to 
protect core Alliance capabilities in the face of budgetary constraints. This reality has 
also affected NATO partnerships. Indeed defense budget cuts often affect military 
training and education and partnership activities before they have impact on core 
defense programs and capabilities. In today’s budgetary context, the need to engage 
with willing and capable partners to protect the Alliance’s ability to remain a hub of 
security for a wide network of partnerships that bind together countries and 
organizations to address common security challenges should be even more obvious. Yet, 
progress on partnerships since the Chicago Summit has been at an all-time low. 

From regional to functional partnerships 

In the post-Summit period, the Alliance should continue to exploit opportunities to 
“associate” partners to its solidarity agenda, in particular to the necessary efforts in the 
area of “smart defense”. Given today’s austerity it should be clear that any capability 
contribution is worth considering. Acknowledging the added value of existing 
partnerships, both individually and regionally, and existing partnership structures and 
policies, NATO partnerships should increasingly focus on the particular functions 
partners could take to “pool and share” with Allies, in order to face fiscal austerity 
together and to contribute to the common security challenges of the 21st century. 

Functional partnerships would rely on the “most capable” partners in terms of 1) their 
proven ability to contribute to NATO-led operations, in terms of both capabilities and 
political support; 2) their ability to contribute financially to enhancing Alliance 
capabilities; or 3) their ability to contribute specific capabilities towards emerging 
security challenges. Future summit meetings with partners could be driven by particular 
functional requirements in the face of emerging security challenges ranging from energy 
security to cyber-defense or maritime security.  

In terms of deliverables, such meetings should issue statements, which would help to 1) 
identify specific functions where partners could contribute, in line with NATO’s current 
agenda and “smart defense” effort. These might include contributions in the areas of 
maritime security, operational cooperation, cyber-defense, air defense, counter-piracy, 
energy security, counter-terrorism, non-proliferation and missile defense, or education 
and training, to name but a few. Secondly, such statements would commit these 
partners to band together with Allies and, at a later stage, 2) identify the first cluster of 
specific projects to which these partners could add value and contribute in concrete 
terms (possibly using the model for strategic airlift capability [SAC] which included 
Finland and Sweden). In addition, the statement would encourage partners to 3) self-
identify as potential “champions”, pooling and sharing resources and becoming 



 

“partnership focal points” responsible for a specific role, or capability, in support of 
future Alliance missions and activities.  

These functional partnerships would revolve around specific roles, championed by one 
or more partners, pooling Allies and partners together in a common effort towards 
developing a smart way to spend limited defense resources. These “partnership focal 
points” would serve as centers of excellence and forward presence in various regions 
where the security challenges may differ and where a tailored approach to the 
necessary requirements and a joint response will call on different assets. 

Functional partnerships would complement “operational partnerships” once operations 
come to an end and ensure that lessons-learned in terms of habits of cooperation, in 
particular interoperability, are not lost when partners are no longer deployed alongside 
Allies. Moreover, functional partnerships would naturally lend themselves to enhancing 
the ability to operationalize NATO’s Comprehensive Approach, making best use of some 
partners’ credibility in the area of civil-military cooperation. The idea of developing a 
“planning forum” in the context of the Comprehensive Approach, for instance, could 
take advantage of some partners’ EU membership and complement the “capability” 
aspect of smart defense, while benefitting the NATO-EU dimension of “pooling and 
sharing.” 

Operational partnerships will remain core business at NATO, as it is hardly conceivable 
that NATO-led operations could ever be sustained without partner contributions, even 
in the context of Article 5 of the Washington Treaty, as we saw in the case of the anti-
terrorist operation in the Mediterranean, Operation Active Endeavour. Moreover, 
interoperability efforts will remain central to military-to-military partnership activities. 
Beyond operations, however, and taking full account of partners’ capabilities and 
contributions to NATO-led operations, functional partnerships would offer a different 
approach to enhance partnerships and a way to expand beyond the confines of regional 
frameworks. 

In addition, functional partnerships would not affect the various political dimensions of 
partnerships, whether in terms of supporting aspirant countries or in terms of outreach 
efforts, political dialogue, and various expressions of political support to Alliance 
legitimacy in any given context.  

From post-Cold War partnerships to post-Western partnerships 

At the same time, the political rationale for NATO partnerships requires updating and 
some creative thinking. It has not kept pace with the evolution of NATO’s security 
environment and today’s global trends. In many ways, looking beyond its immediate 
periphery and reaching out through collaborative approaches was the dynamic that 
propelled the Alliance into the 21st century through two powerful political processes: 
partnership and enlargement in an effort to adapt to the post-Cold War era.  



 

One might argue that this approach should continue to serve as the vision to usher 
NATO into a post-Western world. The combination of partnership and enlargement was, 
however, rooted in a shared desire between Allies and partners to extend the 
transatlantic community based on shared values. While often presented as an inclusive 
process, this security partnership nonetheless generated a preferential approach. 
Indeed NATO partnerships thrived in the case of like-minded countries where 
partnership was a win-win for both Allies and partners.  

To be sure, Allies have engaged with other countries with different sets of values. 
However, these partnerships have proved much more challenging and often failed to 
reach their full potential, resembling at times aid programs rather than a two-way 
partnership where both sides engage on an equal footing and, at other times, 
resembling a public relations campaign rather than concrete projects in the face of 
common security challenges developed and decided on jointly. 

The transatlantic community may have reached the limits of NATO’s original approach 
to partnership based on common values, as preferential treatment may no longer fit a 
global world. As Operation Unified Protector in Libya demonstrated, the transatlantic 
community may be required to engage with those who may not necessarily aspire to the 
Western concept of secular modernity. 

Tomorrow’s partnerships will have more to do with connectivity than with partnerships 
among countries sharing similar values. The acknowledgement by the post-Western 
world that Asia will surpass North America and Europe in terms of global power within a 
decade or two does not diminish the importance of the transatlantic community and its 
partners. It simply calls for a clear repositioning of the transatlantic community in the 
face of global trends and begs for a strategy looking outward rather than within. 

Connectivity, as one of the main themes of the Chicago Summit, was the right approach, 
but this concept will require further creative thinking to fully develop. First, connectivity 
reflects today’s reality whereby widespread access to new communication technologies 
is leading to individual empowerment, challenging the Westphalian system of state 
sovereignty, and demanding new approaches on the part of international organizations 
inherited from a Westphalian system. In this environment, the distinction between 
Allies and partners becomes increasingly tenuous. Reaching out to more countries and 
regions and thus expanding partnerships fall short of providing the answer. Functional 
partnerships may be better suited to developing common solutions in the face of 
common challenges.  

Second, connectivity may avoid the pitfalls of preferential treatment towards countries 
sharing similar values. New initiatives on the part of the transatlantic community will 
have to reach beyond the realm of like-minded countries and engage with competing 
approaches to international relations. It will be increasingly important for the 
transatlantic community to listen and “tune in” to others and consult on regional 
security issues with countries who may have different points of view and different 



 

concerns but who could greatly contribute to developing a strategic vision in a 
globalized world. A repositioning of the transatlantic community in the face of this post-
Western world will pave the way towards new opportunities. For NATO to remain a 
strategic Alliance and avoid becoming a regional organization, it will have to develop 
strategic partnerships essential to a strategic vision. 

It is time to reinvent ‘partnership’. 
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